Similarity of binding sites of human matrix metalloproteinases.
Tissue components hydrolyzing matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) exhibit a high sequence similarity (56-64% in catalytic domains) and yet a significant degree of functional specificity. The hexapeptide-binding sites of 24 known human MMPs were compared in terms of their force field interaction energies with five probes that are most frequently encountered in substrates and inhibitors. The probes moved along a grid enclosing partially flexible binding sites in rigid catalytic domains that were represented by published experimental structures and comparative models and new comparative models for nine most recently characterized MMPs. For individual MMPs, representative interaction energies were obtained as averages for all suitable experimental structures. Correlations of the representative energies for all MMP pairs were succinctly catalogued for individual probes, subsites, and correlation levels. Among the probes (neutral sp(3) carbon and sp(3) oxygen, positive sp(3) nitrogen and hydrogen, and negative carbonyl oxygen), the last probe is least distinctive. Similarities of subsites are decreasing as S1 ' > S2 > S3 ' > S1 approximately S3 > S2 '. Most interesting, occupancies of subsites in published structures of MMP-inhibitor complexes follow an almost parallel trend, alluding to overall low selectivity of known MMP inhibitors. Flexible subsite S1 ' that appears as the specificity pocket in rigid x-ray structures is actually very similar among individual MMPs. Several correlations indicated that MMPs 3, 8, and 12 have similar binding sites. Modeling results are corroborated with published experimental data on MMP inhibition and substrate specificities. The results provide numerous clues for development of specific inhibitors and substrates, as well as for selection of MMPs for testing that provides maximum information without redundant experiments.